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Notice of AGM
The Annual General Meeting of the Club will be held in the Asquith Room

at the School on Wednesday 20 November 2013 at 6:00pm, 
preceded by tea from 5:30pm.

Agenda
1. Apologies for absence.

2. Minutes of last meeting (21 November 2012).

3. Correspondence.

4. Finance: to receive the Club Accounts for the year ended 30 April 2013

5. To receive the Report of the General Committee for the year 2012/2013.

A copy of the Accounts and of the Report may be inspected at the Reception 
desk at the School in the week before the meeting. Copies will also be sent to 
any member before the meeting upon application to the Treasurer and Secretary 
respectively.

6. To elect the President for the year 2013/2014.

Nomination: MAB Israel (1965-73)

Proposed by BW Silverman (1961-69)

Seconded by CR Southgate (1956-65)

7. To elect Officers and Committee as set out below.

8. General Business.

Election of Officers and General Committee
The following nominations have been received:

Officers
Secretary :     CR Southgate (1956–65)

Treasurer :     RJC Jones (1954–62)

Editor of the Gazette :    delegated to ARO

Chairman of Entertainments Sub-Committee : CR Southgate (1956–65)

Almoner :     DL Morganstein (1983–91)

Reporting Accountant :    AR Mitchell (1967–73)

Committee 
KFC Baker (1953–61)          I Livne (2002–04)

S Baloch (1999–04)    BAH Todd (1961–68)

R Lehmann (1978–82)           PL Wickham (1957–66)

TC Levene (1983–91)           AR Willis (1961–68)

MAB Israel, Hon. Secretary, October 2013

Editorial
My first year at 
City is now over. 
Nevertheless, 
despite the 
welcoming nature 
of the people here, 
this institution 
seems to inspire 
such staying power 
that it takes many 

years to no longer be considered a 
newbie! The valetes on pages 10-13 are 
testament to this, as they document 130 
years of service to the School between 
them. Many of the staff who come to 
City choose to stay. Of course, the 
pupils don’t get a choice - once Senior 
Sixth is completed, you’re out! We do of 
course hope you’ll want to continue your 
relationship with City, though. There are 
numerous ways you can do this: perhaps 
you could give careers advice to a current 
pupil, play for an Old Citizen sports 
team, or help organise a reunion for your 
yeargroup?

To allow us to provide the kind of events 
you want to attend, I’ve created a short 
online survey. This was advertised in the 
August E-Bulletin, and I was thrilled how 
many of you took the time to complete 
it, thank you. However, the more people 
who do it, the better the results, so if you 
haven’t done so already, please do visit  
www.surveymonkey.com/s/CTQ5RND

This term is the last for David Levin, who 
has steered City for the last 14 years and 
been a great friend to the JCC. Therefore 
I know many of you will want to come 
to thank him and wish him well on 20 
November. Just in case the prospect of 
a committtee meeting puts you off (why 
would it?!), I would just like to reassure 
you that David’s farewell will take place 
after the AGM, so attendance at the AGM 
is a voluntary prelude to the evening. In 
fact, even for those of you whose time 
here preceded David’s, perhaps you would 
like to attend in order to mark the end of 
male leadership at CLS?! After all, City has 
always been proudly socially progressive. 

Sarah Jenks (Miss)  
Alumni Relations Officer

ANNuAL GENERAL MEETING  
Wednesday 20 November 2013

If you wish to attend the AGM and dinner, please complete the booking form 
included in this Gazette and send it, along with your cheque, to the Alumni 

Relations Officer at the address shown on the form. This form is also available for 
downloading from the JCC website and can be paid online: www.jcc.org.uk
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ClS APPoiNTS FiRST FEMAlE hEAd

I am delighted to announce that Mrs Sarah Fletcher 
has been appointed to the post of Head of City of 
London School, hopefully from April 2014. She has 
been a very successful Head of Kingston Grammar 
School, transforming it into a highly sought after 
school. Prior to that appointment, Sarah was Director 
of Studies and Deputy Head at Rugby School 
and led the transformation of Rugby’s academic 
results, particularly in terms of entries to Oxford 
and Cambridge. Besides being a Housemistress at 
Rugby she has also taught at Wycombe Abbey and in 
Switzerland. Sarah was educated at a comprehensive 
school in Oxfordshire, winning a place to New 
College, Oxford, where she took First Class Honours 
in History. Her husband, Andrew, is Head of English at 
Rugby School and she has two graduate sons.

I believe Sarah to be an outstanding Head, who will 
further enhance the progress City of London School 
has made both inside and outside the classroom.

I wish Sarah well in her role as Head of this wonderful 
school and will have every confidence in leaving it 
in the hands of Gary Griffin in January 2014, in the 
post of Acting Head for the period before Sarah’s 
arrival. Gary has not only known the school for many 
years but is also an outstanding Second Master. He 
had experience of taking on the day-to-day running 
of the school during my period as Chairman of the 
Headmasters’ and Headmistresses’ Conference, HMC, 
in 2011 and I know that CLS will be in very good 
hands.

In a letter to parents on 29 August David Levin wrote the following:

do you have 4.02 
minutes?

Please take the JCC Events 
Survey and help us make the 

Club better for you!

This is the time it took on average for each 
respondent to complete the JCC Events Survey. 
Please add your opinion to all those already 
submitted and log on now. All data is collected 
anonymously. Visit: 

www.surveymonkey.com/s/CTQ5RND

Nearly 100 OCs have already taken part, but 
the more responses we receive, the better we 
can plan the kind of events you want to attend, 
and the more efficiently we can use Club funds.

You can also follow the link in the Members’ Area of 
the JCC website, or find it in your E-Bulletin.

FAREwEll diNNER
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Join the JCC in celebrating David Levin’s fourteen years at City on 
20 November 2013 at 7pm (after the AGM). Come back to thank 
him for his incredible work both raising the School’s profile and 
strengthening its bonds with the Club. We have commissioned 
a portrait of David to hang in the Great Hall, and this will be 
unveiled on the night.

Booking form enclosed

Visit the Events page on the JCC website to book through 
PayPal or to download the booking form.

N.B. THERE WILL BE NO ANNuAL DINNER IN 2014



The lawyers amongst you may be 
interested to read a book that was 
published in May in which an eminent 
Old Citizen features heavily.

Sir Frederick Geoffrey Lawrence QC 
(1902-67) attended City of London 
School 1911-21 and seems to have 
been something of a star pupil: 
Editor of the School Magazine, No 
1 Company Sergeant-Major in the 
Officer Training Corps, Cricket 
Captain, 1st XI Football Colours,  
Abbott House Captain, Captain of 
the School and a soloist in school 
concerts, before winning a top 
scholarship to read Classics at New 

College, Oxford. In 1930 he was called to the bar from 
Middle Temple. Here Jane Robins gives an exciting account of the case that 
made his name: Dr John Bodkin Adams was a family doctor suspected of 
murdering 160 of his patients in 1950s Eastbourne, but Lawrence managed 
to get him acquitted after only 44 minutes. Here is a character sketch from 
The curious Habits of doctor Adams:

It was now that the world glimpsed for the first time the barrister 
who was to conduct Dr Adams’s defence. He was Frederick Geoffrey 
Lawrence, and he was the opposite of Melford Stevenson – low 
key, no particular liking for the limelight, and certainly no element 
of bluster to his delivery in court. In appearance, he was as fine-
featured, neat and small as Stevenson was bold and rough-hewn, and 
his approach was forensic and clever. Time Magazine described him 
as a ‘puckish, mousy little man with a mind as orderly as a calculating 
machine’. His oratory style was considered ‘magnetic’, and it was 
observed that he could make ‘polysyllables such as “cerebral” and 
“respiratory” sound like something out of Keats’. In private, he was an 
accomplished musician who played the piano and violin, and he was 
often out of doors, yachting, swimming or playing cricket. At work, 
he was assiduous and, until the Dr Adams case, had toiled mainly out 
of the public gaze, on matters of planning and parliamentary law, and 
divorce cases.

Nine days of preliminary hearings at Eastbourne drew towards their 
close with a two-hour speech by Geoffrey Lawrence. There was, he 
stated, a ‘patent absurdity’ at the heart of the prosecution’s case.

Hodder & stoughton, 2013.

clockwise from top right:

John Gregory (1957-64) has written and will direct a 
play called “Viagara Falls”. Any OCs living in East Devon will 
be very welcome. It is a vey funny farce, which concludes 
with a Blues Brothers show.  It has commercial potential 
as a new way of presenting the Blues Brothers on stage, 
so promoters also welcome! He has also written a scene 
for “The Music of Time” which John Somers is directing at 
Payhembury on similar dates. John says, “Two shows running 
at the same time eh, just a pity it’s East Devon and not the 
West End!”

duncan Barrett (1994-2001) has written a book about 
women who married American GIs stationed in Britain 
during the Second World War. Following on from Duncan’s 

phenonmenally successful work The sugar girls, Harper 
published gi Brides in August. Weaving together the real-life 
stories of four women, it provides a moving tale of romance 
and resilience:

When the GIs of the ‘friendly invasion’ arrived in 1942, 
they brought romance and excitement to the lives of young 
women who had grown up in Blitz-ravaged Britain. As well 
as gifts such as chocolate, nylon stockings and lipstick, 
the GIs offered something even more tantalizing: the 
opportunity to make a new life in America. Some 70,000 GI 
brides crossed the Atlantic at the end of the war to join the 
men who had captured their hearts – but the long voyage 
was just the beginning of a much bigger journey. Once 
there, the women would have to adapt to a foreign culture 
and a new way of life thousands of miles away from family 
and friends, with a man they hardly knew out of uniform. 

Early on in 2012, for a spare-time 
project, I launched Ledbury History 
Society, an on-line resource about 
Ledbury in Herefordshire: 
www.ledburyhistorysociety.co.uk

In October 2012 I was invited by 
Amberley Publishing, a leading 
publisher of local history books, to 
write a photographic book about 
Ledbury’s history. The book is one of 
a national series. 

The theme of the series is 90 old photos with 90 photos of the same 
scene ‘today’ with captions for each pair of photos. 

After agreeing the terms of the contract (including film rights!) in 
December 2012, I started working on the project. The enormity of 
the task began to sink in. The last person to do a book of Ledbury in 
pictures took about a year to get it done: I had just over 3 months. 
Sifting through more than 300 old photos/postcards to whittle the 
selection to 90, waiting for blue sky and sunny days to arrive in 
Ledbury to enable me to take decent photographs, pouring over 

numerous sources to research information for the captions. 

Something I hope I’ve managed to achieve in the book is more 
images in living-memory and taken by local residents. Also, there 
are many old photos that do the rounds, so to speak, by cropping 
up in most of the books about Ledbury over the years. While I have 
included some of those images, I have also included pictures that are 
not common-place, a few rarely if ever seen in public before. 

For the captions, I’ve included snippets of local history and 
anecdotes. Unlike other books in the same series, Ledbury Through 
Time approaches Ledbury from the outside in and in the direction of 
compass points, north, south, east and west, the photographic tour 
ends up where it all began.  

Further details here- http://www.ledburyhistorysociety.co.uk/lhs/
ledburythroughtime.html

‘Ledbury Through Time’ is now available from Ledbury bookshops 
and Tourist Information Centre, and other local outlets, also 
direct from the publishers at Amberley Books and on Amazon, 
Waterstones, Sainsbury’s, the Book Depository and other good 
booksellers, RRP £14.99.  ISBN 9781445615257

MICHAEL LEVER (1961-67) ON LEDBuRY

GEOFFREY LAWRENCE QC

NEWS IN 
BRIEF
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Jeremy Pfeffer (1949-58) gave a presentation at the International Conference 
on Physics Education in Prague this summer. He dedicated it to his Physics 
teacher (pictured) at CLS, Mr JP Stephenson, an “unforgettable character” whose 
“contribution to Physics and science teaching throughout the world in the post-
war period has never been properly acknowledged”. Known as “Steve”, he taught 
at CLS for 38 years, from 1931-69, and died suddenly in 1977. 

On his retirement, John Chatwin recalled an amusing example of Steve’s teaching:  
Steve was lying flat on his back on the demonstration bench to illustrate the idea 
of pressure (his considerable weight spread over a large area) when he became 
aware that the boys had stood up. Realising that this could only be because the 
Headmaster (F R Dale) had entered, and thinking that perhaps one should not 
lie down in such an august presence, Steve slipped smartly off the bench, only 
to land on the Headmaster’s foot. He did not miss the chance to point out the 
markedly different effect of the same weight applied over a much smaller area. 

Some of Steve’s recollections were published in the gazette May 1969, if any of 
you have still have your copies going back that far!

Jeremy currently teaches at the Faculty of Agriculture, Food and Environment at 
the Hebrew university of Jerusalem.

Peter watson (1932-41) wrote,  
“Reading in the Summer Gazette (Issue 306) Michael Shannon’s account of his 
father’s career brought back memories, as we were near contemporaries at CLS, 
and must have attended the same summer camp at Bedgebury Park in 1938 
(organised by ‘Biff ’ Vokins and JEB Marsh).

“I was also in the party that went from there to Canterbury to watch the 
Australians play Kent, but at 15 was probably a little too old to be patted on the 
head by Bradman and Fleetwood-Smith!” 

Here is his scorecard.

Andrew Lawson (2001-08) obtained a 1st for his Master’s at Cambridge and 
“was fortunate enough to come top in the year”. He is now off to Harvard on a 
scholarship to undertake a PhD.

Richard Pearce (1951-59) has edited a book, to be published by Bloomsbury 
Academic this October, entitled international education and schools: moving Beyond 
the first 40 Years. Richard’s teaching career started back at CLS, in 1964, five years 
after leaving the Science Sixth, when he replaced his old Botany teacher, Hugh 
Dyball. He proceeded to follow a career in international schools, which included 
joining the newly-founded International School of London in 1972 and gaining a 
PhD in International Education from the university of Bath. He says, “There is 
great diversity out there in the wider world, but CLS in the 1950s was a pretty 
good experience to start with.” He now lives in Treburrick, Cornwall.

Ronnie Fox (1958-64) was elected to the Board of the Royal Automobile Club 
last year and was recently featured in the Pell mell and Woodcote in an amusing 
interview in which he admits to owning a clockwork teabag dipper and never 
missing an episode of The Archers - the perfect foils for a high-flying legal career.
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JCC TAkES CENTRE STAGE AT ARoPS

Bruce Todd made no apology for the negative title of 
his presentation; as with an emergency resuscitation 
department, you can only do your best. “There is no 
certainty,” he said. “The patient may have a terminal 
illness but George Clooney is doing his damned best 
with the help of the nurses. Take the temperature of your 
organisation regularly and listen to the heartbeat – we 
take an online poll of members – use the reflex hammer 
to hammer your message home and the scalpel to cut out 
the bad bits.”

The John Carpenter Club had suffered trauma a few years 
ago when the general committee of the club realised 
it didn’t know who its members were. There was a fee 
to join but the record-keeping was terrible and lack of 
money meant the club was threatened with having to 
stop publishing the magazine. Support from the school 
was in decline, the website was clunky and the club didn’t 
use social media. “We weren’t members of AROPS so 
didn’t know what others were doing,” he said.

The committee was made up of the same old faces, 
suffering battle fatigue and required fundamental 
changes, not least to the structure of the organisation. 
Every decision was made by the general committee which 
was too big to make any decisions and rules had to be 
changed at an AGM which was unwieldy.

The club was reluctant to be an employer so arranged 
for the Corporation of London to appoint an alumni 
relations officer who proved an enormous success, 
sorting out the database and trawling through Facebook 
sites to find old pupils. She had a journalistic background 
and became editor of the magazine, revamped the 
website and engaged in the social network. The old editor 
and the old entertainments committee members were 
both happy to be retired from duties. Initially part time, 
the relations officer’s role is now full time and includes 
helping to produce the school magazine. A steering 
group was set up, chaired by the Head, with the current 
and past president of the JCC, the careers master of the 
school and the relations officer. It meets regularly and 
enables great interaction between the club and school. 
The general committee meets three times a year and 
decides general policy; the executive committee carries 
it out.

The club remains completely independent from the 
school and the Head has been tremendously supportive.

With the Corporation of London and the Head, the 
club worked out a scheme whereby every leaver from 
the school is automatically a member of the club. The 
life subscription is paid as part of the fees from the time 
they were at the school. As a result the funds are growing 
exponentially and eventually there will be too much 
money, which can be put back into the school.

Where previously there was a group of “ancient wise 
men” who met secretly to choose the next president, 
there is now a succession planning committee which 
works two years ahead and appoints the committee 
officers so decision making is much faster.

“We do an enormous amount of mentoring of current 
students,” said Bruce Todd, “and have 70 people doing 
this at the moment. It’s tough even for high flyers to get a 
first job so anything we can do is helpful.”

There are reunions for different professions who meet 
with sixth formers and the President of the JCC gives a 
presentation to the sixth form leavers’ assembly, which 
helps to lodge the club in the students’ minds before they 
leave.

Bruce Todd concluded that having excellent connections 
with people in the school, not just the Head, had 
immeasurably enriched the club’s relationship with 
the school. It is most important, he said, to have a 
good leader in the club to push through any changes. 
“Whoever it is – even if it’s someone from outside the 
committee – get them on board. Leadership is essential, 
not just a committee.” He found that by securing the 
approval of influential figures it was surprising how 
others would follow. “Don’t go public too quickly,” he 
said. “Move fast behind the scenes but announce changes 
more slowly and always know where you’re going next. 
We have matured sufficiently to be able to ask why we 
exist, what we do, what we want to do and how we’ll 
achieve it.”

Last October CLS hosted the AGM of the Association of Representatives of Old Pupils’ 
Societies (AROPS), of which the JCC is a member, and there they were addressed by 
David Levin and entertained by the royal anecdotes of Sir David Walker. Yet delegates 
were so impressed with Bruce Todd’s account of the JCC’s development in recent 
years, that they asked him to be a keynote speaker at their Annual Conference. Bruce 
very kindly obliged and went down to Portsmouth Grammar School in May. Although 
an alumni relations office is now an essential and familiar part of any university, many 
schools have merely a loose network of individuals, so AROPS members admire the JCC’s 
expansion and look to us for advice. It is important to share best practice and to have 
relations with other schools and alumni organizations, so we are very grateful to Bruce 
for helping us maintain this.

Here follows a summary of his speech, giving an insight into how our club runs.

ER – BREATHING LIFE BACK INTO THE ORGANISATION
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Christian Plowman (1984-91) has gained both admiration from the media and criticism from his former colleagues for his brave 
decision to publish his memoirs of his experiences as an Undercover Officer for the Metropolitan Police. Crossing the Line makes 
shocking reading, but is a fascinating insight into a world of which most of us are barely aware.

“To catch criminals, Christian has bought and sold drugs with taxpayers’ money, been beaten 
up, arrested at gunpoint and barricaded in a pub by a gang of marauding gypsies – all in a day’s 
work. At one stage, he was running almost a dozen mobile phones to keep track of his different 
identities and had so many aliases that he nearly forgot who he was. He put his life on the line 
for the job but was to find that being the ‘best of the best’ wasn’t all it was cracked up to be. 
The pressure became so intense that he even contemplated suicide.”

Christian now lives with his family in France and works as a national security manager for a 
fashion company. 

Below is an extract from Crossing the Line: Losing your mind as an undercover cop which 
describes both the difficulties and advantages of being a bursary boy at CLS.

Three years later, I was wandering along the same 
stretch of West Green Road proudly wearing my 
new uniform, complete with pressed slacks, tie and 
purple-and-black striped blazer. It was clear to the 
local youngsters that I did not go to school round here. 
Three slightly older lads walked brazenly up to me and 
the plump ringleader slapped me round the face. 

‘You f****** posh c***,’ he said.

More shocked by the slap than the language, I 
stammered, ‘W-w-what?’

‘What gay school do you f****** go to?’ he asked, as his 
mates jeered.

‘I dunno,’ I said nervously, trying to walk round him.

‘F*** you, gay boy,’ he spat angrily, before shoving me 
into a hedge and running off laughing. Red-faced and 
bursting with tears, I was worried that maybe I had 
ripped the blazer – only available in Harrods, you 
know – that my mum had worked her arse off to buy.

It was a situation she was getting used to – working 
hard to buy essentials for my sister and me. My parents 
split up when I was 13. My dad, who went on to 
become a renowned sculptor, left home and I’ve only 
seen him three or four times since then. Mum had 
been 16 when she had me and originally we had lived 
in Lewes, in Sussex, before moving to Leicester, where 
my dad was studying art. It was only after his student 
days were over that we moved to London.

Yep, this was Tottenham. And this was my life. I 
was very lucky and privileged to be going to one of 
London’s best private schools. I had won a scholarship, 
thanks to my apparent intellectual capacity. Yet daily I 
would find myself faced with all sorts of paradoxes, not 
least being ensconced in a world of elite, rich public-
school chums and then coming home to poverty. I 

remember several times when we scrabbled in the 
cracks of the floorboards and down the side of the sofa 
to retrieve coins so we could buy dinner.

Even when we moved to Islington (actually Newington 
Green, more Hackney than Islington), these issues 
reared their heads every day. I would find myself 
being invited to parties and bar mitzvahs at friends’ 
houses in Hadley Wood or Chelsea, resplendent with 
pools and jacuzzis, cadging lifts off parents in their 
Rolls-Royces and Mercedes. Then I would come home, 
take off my Nike trainers (which Mum would have 
bankrupted herself to get so I was at least deemed 
vaguely ‘cool’) and wistfully dream I had a life like 
those of my schoolmates. 

And so it went, throughout my school years. It wasn’t 
a hard upbringing. No grief, really. I would encounter 
far worse in later years. And my mum did her utmost 
for my two sisters and me. As I got older, I found 
Saturday jobs and holiday jobs. At the point when I 
was doing A levels, I had found a great group of mates 
and I spent a lot of time doing all the normal sorts of 
stuff you do when you are in your late teens. I smoked, 
had sex, did drugs, got drunk, got mugged – the usual 
things. 

I think my ability to conform at school and get on well 
with boys who were, for the most part, very well off, 
coupled with the survival instincts I developed on the 
streets of Tottenham and Newington Green (many 
times on the way home I hid in doorways, scared 
that a group of local lads would spot me in my ‘posh’ 
uniform), allowed me to interact really well with most 
people. I’m sure it was a contributing factor to my 
being good at my job later in life. But it also meant I 
was something of an outsider, never really belonging 
to any particular group, with little sense of identity.

Mainstream Publishing, 2013

undercover policing exposed
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ClS ExAM 
RESulTS
Here are the statistical highlights of the summer 
2013 public examination results, and as you will 
see, there are many ways to quantify success!

A & AS level

It was the second best ever percentage of A*-B 
grades with 94.5%.  The percentage of A and A* 
grades was hugely impressive at 73.1% and the 
number of A*s was also up, this grade having been 
first introduced in 2012. The A/AS points per 
candidate was also the highest ever at 452.6. 

This year there were 116 candidates, compared to 
130 in 2012. Some of the highest achievers were:

Daniel Hu with 3A*s and 2 As, who goes to 
Cambridge to read Maths; Damien Amendra has 
4 A*s; Jonathan Clingman got 3A*s, 1A and 1B 
and goes to Oxford. Samuel Alberman, Patrick 
Benjamin, Rakin Choudhury, Alan Go, Dominic 
McLoughlin,  Anthony Landau and Angus Russell all 
got 4 A*s plus one more A at AS level.  They go to 
Cambridge, Cambridge, Medical School, Oxford, 
Oxford, Oxford and Oxford respectively!  19 
boys got into Oxbridge this year and 90% of the 
yeargroup is going to Russell Group universities.

22 boys got 3A*s or more, compared to 17 in 
2012; 57 boys (out of 116) got straight A/A* 
grades. 40 took 4 or more A Levels and 103 boys 
got at least ABB.

GCSE

90.3% were A*/A, which is the highest ever on 
actual results day (since many grades change on 
remarking). 68.2% were A*, compared to 55.6% last 
year, and 99.5% were graded A*-C.

10.3 was the average number of GCSEs taken, and 
56 boys gained 9A* grades or better, compared 
to 27 in 2012. Five boys achieved 12A*s: Anshel 
Cohen, Kyle Da-Cunha, Henry Davidson, Michalis 
Inglessis and Itamor Mor. Jonah Cowen and 
Rohithan Carthigeya each obtained 11A* and 1A, 
and many more boys gained 11A*. 

78 boys got straight A* and A grades, which 
amounts to 64% – another increase on last year, 
despite the downward trend reported nationally.

Our very own school newspaper scooped the top prize at the National SHINE 
School Media Awards this year. In an awards ceremony hosted by Daily Mail 
columnist, Simon Heffer, The citizen was presented with two pieces of glassware – 
the first for the “Best Front Cover” and the second as the “Best Magazine” in the 
competition. What is more, our win also came with a cheque for £1,000 and the 
opportunity for a day at offices of the national Times Educational Supplement.

The event in June was held at the historic Stationers’ Hall next to St Paul’s 
Cathedral.  Whilst there we bumped into an Old Citizen, Robert Sanger (1961-
67), who as a Stationer was helping organise the day. The ceremony marked the 
final stage of a competition which involved two hundred schools up and down 
the land which was judged by representatives from the BBC, the Daily Telegraph, 
Cosmopolitan, the Newspaper Society and City university.

In total there were fourteen awards and the first to be announced was for “Best 
Cover”. The judges praised The citizen, saying, “It was a mix of graphics, artwork and 
a question on the front cover which all helped to pull the reader in with a smile to 
City of London’s The citizen. We enjoyed the punchy use of pop-art parody and the 
cover which posed the question: ‘Do our schools stifle creativity?’ The judges all 
agreed, ‘Not in this case’.” Eddy Wax S6JBK, leader of the design team at The citizen, 
collected the award on behalf of the paper.

There was a long wait as eleven more awards were presented. Vishnou 
Mourougavelou S6NOM went up to receive a certificate for “Best Overall 
Editorial Content” – The citizen had won this prize last year, but this time was 
Highly Commended. At last, however, came the final main award, “Best Magazine”.  
The winner, said Louise Court, editor of Cosmopolitan, clearly understood its 

readership, had good production values and 
a slick finish – it was The citizen. Tiago Dias 
S6MCC collected the trophy on behalf of the 
paper (pictured below). 

It has been a very successful year for The 
citizen – well done to the hundred or so 
contributors who help us produce a citizen 
every week in termtime. Rafi Cohen J6HRSJ, 
the new senior pupil editor, has his work 
cut out to match the success of outgoing 
leader Thavin Juvanendran S6WER. Watch 
this space!

Charles Fillingham,  
Assistant Headmaster
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Cameron Thorp (2006-12)

This summer I volunteered with a local charity 
called MozVolunteers in the Kwazulu natal region 
of South Africa for four weeks and took part in their 
community project. 

The first part of each day was taken up with working 
in one of two crèches. The crèches were set up for the 
children to have somewhere to go during the day while 
their parents worked. It was also an opportunity for 
the kids to get fed. It’s important to realise that while 
South Africa may have more wealth at its disposal than 
other African nations and is incredibly westernised 
in parts, other areas are still very poor and require 
support that they may not necessarily be receiving. 
At the crèches we would help to teach the children 
English. However because the children’s first language 
was Zulu at home and they were so young, this wasn’t 
always easy. While we had been given a lesson in basic 
Zulu to help us, often this met with laughter from the 
children as opposed to a conversation. Ms Vincent 
could tell anyone at CLS that my ability with European 
languages was never of a high standard but when you 
have to quickly learn a new language that involves 
clicking your tongue, French and Spanish never looked 
so easy. 

A couple of projects that we took part in at the crèche 
involved creating a vegetable patch, sowing seeds and 
building a fence to protect it from goats. It may be 
hard to imagine a City boy doing manual labour but I 
survived with nothing worse than a couple of blisters. 
A side project that I took part in was mending their 
swings which had broken recently. After a couple of 
mishaps tying knots they were ready to go and the kids 
were happy to test them out. 

I spent some of my time at a local school helping out 
with Wednesday afternoon games. This consisted of 
netball and volleyball. Despite the best efforts of both 
the teachers and ourselves this often ended up as 
something of a free for all. Some of the kids who were 
more interested in playing an actual game became 
noticeably better over time. Personally I felt like I 
needed a crash course from Mr Silcock as I had always 
thought I was decent enough at the sport but again, 
judging by the giggling from the children aged from 6 
-13 or so, I must have looked very foolish.

In the evenings we would head out to an orphanage. 
We would help the children either cook dinner, do 
their homework or just relax with them. While it was 
fun hanging out with them and helping them out with 
whatever needed to be done, on occasion you did feel 
like an annoying friend turning up uninvited when 
these kids would rather be out doing something else.

The weekends were spent going on trips to various 
locations such as Swaziland, Mozambique and 
even Durban at one point. With Swaziland and 
Mozambique, as soon as you crossed the border 
an immediate decline in wealth was noticeable and 
particularly in the case of Swaziland there is a lot 
more work that needs to be done than in South Africa. 
Part of this is to do with the high numbers of the 
population with HIV/AIDS. There is such concern 
about its spread that the Swaziland border control 
gives out stacks of condoms for free and there were 
lines of hundreds of men outside a clinic waiting to be 
tested to see if they were HIV positive.

Durban was very different however. A lot of money 
has been invested into Mr Levin’s hometown, 
especially along the beachfront to attract tourists. 
Like any city, there were richer and poorer parts, but 
the contrast between the city and the country was 
dramatic. There is a clear difference between the South 
Africa that people visit on holiday, and the South 
Africa that people live in.

Overall it was a great trip and a great experience. I 
made numerous friends and saw places that I wouldn’t 
have seen otherwise.

VoluNTEERiNG iN SouTh AFRiCA
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JoNAThAN kEATES’ RETiREMENT

VALETE
Jonathan Keates joined the English 
Department at CLS in September 1974, a 
time when Prime Minister Harold Wilson 
was leading his minority government 
towards the second General Election within 
eight months, and the most popular TV 
show was Bruce Forsyth’s The Generation 
Game. Mr Wilson and The Generation Game 
have since gone the way of all flesh, but, 
happily to report, ‘Brucie’ is still on TV and 
JBK is still with CLS, occupying his usual 
corner in the English Staff Room. 

That corner is looking rather tidier of late 
as JBK conducts an archaeological survey of 
his desk, digging down through thirty-nine 
years’ worth of the kind of material which 
any teacher will accrue over such a length of 
time: old exam papers, mark books, letters, 
essays, reports, drafts of this and that. Some 
is archived, some binned, some put carefully 
to one side as mementoes of over forty years 
in the teaching profession. 

Jonathan (also known as Basil) came to us 
after one year teaching in Portugal and two 
years at City of Worcester Grammar School 
for Girls. He quickly made his mark, both 

as a Form Tutor and as an erudite teacher 
of English at all levels and for all age groups 
throughout the School. 

For his first two years, Jonathan was a Sixth 
Form tutor; he then tutored Fourth and Fifth 
Forms until 2003, when he rejoined the Sixth 
Form team. Jonathan has always emphasised 
the importance of the tutor’s pastoral role; 
he has kept up with many old pupils over the 
years, being best man at the wedding of one 
and having sat at the deathbed of another. 
His keen interest in his tutees’ wellbeing 
has been reciprocated in the gratitude 
and affection displayed towards him by 
generations of pupils. 

As a teacher of English, Jonathan has 
especially favoured Tennyson, Browning, 
George Eliot, Austen and Shakespeare, 
but is rarely found short of an amusing or 
insightful anecdote about any of the major 
authors (and a lot of the minor ones as well). 
In the Sixth Form, Jonathan has always 
sought to teach the set texts in the broader 
context of their surrounding history and 
culture; in teaching all age groups, he has 
emphasised creative writing, and encouraged 
countless boys, especially in Old Grammar, 
as aspiring writers, not least by helping to 
judge many competitions over the years. 

Over 200 people turned out to bid a fond 
farewell to veteran City teacher Jonathan 
Keates. The event on the School’s Concourse 
in July attracted over 150 of Jonathan’s 
former pupils, amongst whom he had 
achieved something approaching cult status. 
The Old Citizens enjoyed meeting many of 
their other teachers who also attended the 
event. Headmaster David Levin and President 
of the JCC Bernard Silverman both paid 
tribute to Jonathan’s immense contribution 
to the School over his 39 years here. Father 
and son duo, David (1976-83) and Sam 
(2005-11) Collins, who had both been in 
JBK’s form whilst at City, gave entertaining 
anecdotal accounts of their time here. 
Jonathan himself of course gave an erudite, 
eloquent, witty and extremely touching 
speech. 

Many more of you who were unable to 
attend wrote in expressing best wishes 
for his retirement and recounting your 
best memories of his (at times eccentric!) 
teaching. Rest assured all these messages 
were passed on to Jonathan.

Thanks go to Nicholas Pomeroy (2001-08) 
for taking photos. You can see a list of the 
Old Citizens who were present by logging in 
to the Members’ Area of the JCC website.
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Outside the classroom, Jonathan has 
contributed to School life in many ways. 
He was an Assistant Housemaster in both 
Hale and Abbott; served as Chairman of 
the Joint Committee for many years; edited 
CLS Chronicle for twenty years; and was 
Secretary of the English Department for 
several decades. Jonathan spent much time 
in the theatre, directing a total of fifteen 
productions by authors ranging from 
Shakespeare to Stoppard, Euripides to W.S. 
Gilbert and Massinger to Lope de Vega. The 
most recent ‘JBK’ production was 2011’s The 
Witch of Edmonton, which was written up in 
the national press. 

Another sphere of interest for Jonathan 
was the Library, which he supported 
by presenting it with many volumes, by 
selecting books for the English section 
and – in his own words – ‘often keeping 
order while lazy colleagues from other 
departments bunked their duties or cowered 
behind the computer’. Many trips out 
of school were organised by Jonathan, a 
favourite destination being Jane Austen’s 
Bath; another trip into the countryside 
resulted from some Sixth Formers’ 
admissions that they had never seen a 
primrose! 

Music has always been an important part of 
Jonathan’s life. Apart from singing regularly 
in the CLS choir, he played in the wind 
band and the flute choir, wrote programme 
notes for various concerts and helped Paul 
Harrison to organise an evening recital 
devoted to Mendelssohn. Jonathan was also 
a regular performer at Assembly, with topics 
ranging from ‘The Importance of Failure’ 
to ‘Let’s Hear it for Great Britain’, which 
successfully raised the Headmaster’s South 
African hackles. His final assembly address 
was met with a standing ovation from the 
boys. 

Jonathan contributed many reviews to the 
CLS Chronicle, and constructed countless 
displays for the Level 3 noticeboards. It 
would be true to say that Jonathan is not 
an avid sportsman, although he did once 
participate in a Staff Cricket match and - in 
the words of the then Head of History, Lionel 
Knight – ‘escorted the ball to the boundary’ 
with aplomb. JBK was relieved that rain 
stopped play before he was required to stride 
to the crease, bat in hand. Another claim to 
fame was his winning of (dinner with) Ms 
Weller in a CLS Blind Date competition. One 
little known fact is that Jonathan kept a bottle 
of 3-in-One oil in the English Staffroom and 

would, from time to time, patrol the school 
to oil the squeaky door hinges. One wonders 
who will fill this particular gap in the future, 
and who will take his place haranguing 
colleagues about the theft of magazines from 
the Common Room.

And so, after nearly forty years at CLS, 
Jonathan Keates is tidying his desk and 
preparing to move into the next phase of his 
life, one which is bound to continue to reflect 
his wide range of cultural and academic 
interests. As these words are written, we 
are just a few days away from Jonathan’s 
farewell address to the Common Room 
on the last day of term. It is bound to be a 
bravura performance. ‘JBK’ will be greatly 
missed, not only by the English Department 
in particular, but by all his colleagues and, 
of course, the boys. We all wish him a long, 
happy and productive retirement.

George Phillipson, Head of English

Left to right: 
Sarah Jenks, David Levin,  

David Collins, Jonathan Keates,  
Sam Collins, Bernard Silverman
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It was while General 
Franco was in charge 
of Spain and Harold 
Wilson was PM that 
Robin Davey joined 
the staff at CLS, in 
September 1975. 

Robin joined the 
Physics Department 
which was then run 
by Arthur Campbell. Actually, he was lucky to 
have been appointed by Harry Swift, Arthur’s 
predecessor, because Arthur only really wanted 
people who were involved in some way with 
music and Robin was not! The young Robin 
very quickly became an important contributor 
to the teaching of Nuffield Physics and to other 
ideas relevant to the Department’s success, but 
all his ideas were discussed informally because 
in those days, there was only one Physics 
Department meeting per year. 

After Robin’s colleagues (Tony York, Peter 
Robinson and Trevor Cooper) had moved 
on, and their replacements settled in, Robin 
decided to take a year away from CLS and 
study for an MSc in Mathematical Modelling at 
Exeter. When he returned in 1981, he appeared 
to know no more about Maths or Modelling 
than when he left, but he was certainly 
rejuvenated, and his irrepressible enthusiasm 
gave his students, especially the Science 
Junior Sixth, a great urge to study and achieve 
excellence. These were the days of seventh 
term Cambridge (and Oxford) entrance exams, 
and although many of the exam questions 
were challenging, (with some being utterly 
impossible due to silly misprints), Robin 
bounced through all of them with confidence. 

James Boyes was replaced by Martin Hammond 
as Headmaster in the mid-eighties and Robin’s 
influence began to blossom. He became Head 
of Department and out went such things as the 
interesting marking system for the Third Form 
summer exams, in which boys often received 
negative percentages as an encouraging 
indication of their achievement. Robin began 
to work on plans for a new CLS building and 
although his contribution to the detail of the 
final product was not the only one, his general 
advice concerning the move in 1986 won him 
much respect. As always in whatever context, 
Robin’s guidance was invaluable and the 
pressure on both Headmaster and staff, at a 
difficult moment, was substantially reduced. 

When Colin Ranger retired, Robin took over 
as Head of Science, soon becoming Head of 
Sixth Form, replacing Aidan Tolhurst. There 
was a stint on the SMT, a Deputy Headship 
and then a graceful withdrawal back upstairs to 
Level 5. A term’s sabbatical a few years back, in 

RoBiN dAVEy

VAlETES

NiGEl BAGliN
Barely twenty years after 
starting it, Nigel Baglin is 
retiring from his job as a 
teacher of Biology at CLS. 
Twenty years might seem 
like an awfully long time, 
but there are those in the 
Common Room who can 
remember back when 
the playful Baglin joined 
the staff at CLS and they 
still view him as a bit of a 
‘whippersnapper’.  

It is probably because he has managed to hang 
on to a youthful demeanour, together with 
his hair and most of its colour, which is more 
than can be said for other male members of the 
Biology department over the years. Nigel has a 
ready smile too and has also retained a certain 
glint in his eye.  

order to help organise the building of a school 
in east Europe, showed the same Robin, eager 
to get a job done with no nonsense. So too 
did his times as Common Room Chairman, 
competence, consistency and courtesy being 
absolutely routine.

Robin’s teaching skills are legendary. Never 
one to use new technology simply for the sake 
of it, his principle has always been to plan for 
practical work first and foremost. Whenever 
anyone looks in to one of his classes, the 
initial impression given is one of mild chaos! 
But this is rarely, if ever, the truth. Robin has 
an amazing skill in being able to handle four 
or five separate pupil-centred conversations 
simultaneously, all of them being highly 
relevant to the academic matter in hand. 

The inspiring teacher has done his work, 
and the results speak for themselves. The cry 
occasionally heard on Level 5 is one of mock 
surprise that RFD taught a lesson specific 
to the syllabus that day and, though mildly 
amusing, such comments indicate a profound 
but understandable misapprehension. Robin 
sees his task as one of giving pupils a first-hand 
experience of proper Physics and not keeping 
the subject shallow in order for them simply 
to pass exams. With a good appreciation of the 
real subject, the high exam mark is (and was) 
reliably achieved.

It is well known that so long as he is not 
carefully observed by anyone, Robin is able 
to be in many places at the same time and 
therefore we may yet see him back here 
when Pat does not detect him in region SM5. 
However, his intention is to be noted bustling 
around Carshalton Beeches which reduces the 
probability of his position at CLS being so well 
defined and therefore, after thirty eight years 
of loyal service here, we give him our warmest 
thanks and now wish him and his family all the 
very best for the future.

HRSJ

Before he came into teaching, Nigel had 
already established, and gone some way 
towards consolidating, a successful career 
in the world of proper work. Leaving with a 
first-class degree in Biochemistry from Chelsea 
College (later to become incorporated into 
Kings College), he joined the International 
Paint Company (a subsidiary of Coutaulds) in 
Birmingham as an Account Manager and spent 
five years honing a very passable Midlands 
accent. Then he shifted south to Harlow where 
he was Divisional Marketing Manager with 
a company dedicated to the manufacture of 
paper consumables.  

Nigel is fond of saying that during that time 
he was actually in charge of the toilet paper. 
Deciding to take his experience and knowledge 
of such things elsewhere, Nigel then spent four 
years in the (soft) drinks industry, ultimately 
winding up in Devon, where he subsequently 
lived when he was not here teaching. It goes 
without saying that this sort of employment 
provided Nigel with experiences that teaching 
ordinarily does not. He enjoyed company cars, 
expense accounts and international travel, 
with one of his fondest memories being a trip 
in Concorde. Somewhere along the way he 
managed to get married and become a father to 
three daughters as well.

Why teaching then? It is a question that has to 
go largely unanswered – mainly because there 
were so many factors that he took into account 
when making the decision to change tack. But 
Industry’s loss was certainly our gain. Anyone 
who knows him will immediately appreciate 
that his engaging, interested and affable manner 
is something that would have suited him 
well to the sort of milieu he used to inhabit, 
but fortunately it equipped him fabulously 
for life at CLS too. In any case, arguably, 
managing dozens of students is essentially not 
too different from managing a team of work 
colleagues: it is simply on a grander scale. 

Given his extensive work experience, it was 
maybe no surprise that, after a time, he 
gravitated towards the Careers Department and 
eventually he became its Head. His particular 
interest in exploring how education can be 
linked more directly than it usually is with the 
world of work began when he was employed 
in Industry and developed further during his 
teaching practice. 

Generations of Sixth Form boys have benefited 
from his sage advice when it has come to 
making decisions about which course they 
should pursue at university as well as which 
type of career they should consider embarking 
upon. Nigel has always believed that university 
choice should take the fullest account of the 
wider significance of future employment rather 
than be simply about which university is the 
‘best’ academically.  It has been important to 
him that he stress to Sixth Formers that they 
should consider whether or not their choices 
will actually result in them having ‘fun’ too. He 
has sometimes entertained the heresy that, in 
some cases, university might not even be the 
best place for a CLS student to consider as a 
first option following A-levels.
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Fresh from the West 
Country (Exeter 
School) to university 
in Newcastle, Jonathan 
Cook showed little fear 
in making the cultural 
switch from eating 
‘pasties’ to ‘pan haggerty’ 
or addressing pretty girls 
as ‘bonnie lass’ rather 
than ‘maids’ - although 
it is true to say the strong cultural identities of 
both the South West and North East struck a 
chord with him and he speaks fondly of both 
regions. 

After graduating, Jonathan took a PGCE 
working at the Urban Studies centre in East 
London (an experience shared by RFD a year 
earlier). After three years at Hampton School, 
Jonathan joined the CLS Biology Department, 
taking over from Richard Pryce in 1981. At 
the time, Colin Ranger was Head of Biology 
and Science and Aidan Tolhurst was the heir 
apparent. The pair were completely incorrigible, 
adopting a rather Pythonesque sense of 
humour, having already invented their own 
language called scanderbroad.  

Jonathan, so much the archetypal bachelor, 
was tough both physically and mentally and 
more than a match for anything our boys could 
meter out. Once he established himself as a no-

JoNAThAN  
Cook

Nigel emphasises interpersonal skills as one of 
the most significant requirements for success in 
life and his own keen ability to forge links with 
interested others has proved to be particularly 
useful for some CLS boys. Nigel’s contacts at 
QMUL resulted in quite a few of our A-level 
biologists helping postdoctoral students with 
their work in the Human Genetics department 
before themselves going on to study at 
university.

It is worth mentioning that several ex-CLS 
boys have had their names on research papers 
before the start of their university studies and 
this will, for some, have been an experience 
that will shape their future lives in a lasting 
and significant way. Nigel’s belief that schools 
should prepare their students for life, not 
just for examinations, means that once they 
have left the premises, our boys should be 
able to come back and ask for advice and seek 
guidance whenever they need it. This view of 
things might seem unnecessary and perhaps 
somewhat overly paternalistic to the outsider, 
but as teachers we can all see the sense of it and, 
indeed, from where it springs.

As a Biology teacher he has been second 
to none.  In fact, shortly after joining the 
department, he ended Jonathan Cook’s 
unbroken run - maintained over several years 
- of being the Biology teacher whose teaching 
groups had gained the best GCSE results 
overall. After he trounced him again the next 
year - and then again the year after that - JBC, 
who was then Head of Biology, was encouraged 
to dispense with the annual forensic discussion 
of examination results that took place during 
the first departmental meeting of the academic 
year. 

When I became Head of the Department 
later, I followed JBC in being so disinclined 
to include such analysis as an item for the 
meeting’s agenda. Call it professional envy of 
the best kind because, in the end, it prompted 
all of us to try that little bit harder. We still do 
not know what Nigel’s secret was, but maybe 
it had something to do with the easy-going 
manner with which we have all seen him 
teach – invariably sitting down, even during 
practical sessions. The boys at CLS have 
benefited from what has evolved over the 
years into a comfortable – almost comforting - 
avuncular style and they are relaxed, attentive 
and communicative in his presence. He hardly 
ever raises his voice – not something that, 
historically, has been a salient feature amongst 
male teaching staff of the fifth floor – and 
perhaps the boys are lulled into some sort 
of hypnotic state that allows for the proper 
assimilation of knowledge and understanding. 
As a colleague, Nigel has contributed much 
to the mechanics of the department but, 
more than this, he has shaped its collective 
personality.  He is a ‘Sarf Lunnon’ boy from 
Kennington who attended one of the country’s 
premier Public Schools in his youth (Dulwich 
College – if we dare speak its name) and who, 
for reasons of personal safety, had to ensure 
that he was improperly dressed when travelling 
back and forth between his home turf and 
his alma mater. He knows the value of a good 

education, but this is an appreciation of its 
practical virtues rather than - God forbid - the 
spurious idea that such a thing alone confers 
any real social status.   

We recognise that the last thing he will miss 
about his time at CLS will be the weekly, 
weekend commute he used to make between 
Tavistock and London, but in this versatile, 
electronic age there are other ways in which he 
can ‘touch base’ with his former colleagues and 
students. We wish him, and his wife Mirren, 
well in retirement – he will be able to indulge 
more fully his passion for playing the piano 
rather well, amongst other things. Being a 
grandfather to four grandchildren can often be 
something of a demanding occupation in itself, 
but I know not only that Nigel can cope, but 
also that he is already placing other irons in the 
fire. We fully expect him to keep in touch and 
report back from the proper world of work.

Nigel was in the habit of greeting me most 
mornings in French, something that always 
reminded me of my own schooldays when it 
was fashionable to show off just how badly one 
could speak the language. I think, however, 
he speaks it rather better than he would care 
to admit.  ‘Bon voyage et bonne chance, mon 
vieux mucker.’ (Nige, please tell me I’ve got that 
right!)

NOM

nonsense teacher with the boys, they warmed 
to him. 

In those early days, subject teachers tended to 
take one set of boys for all their lessons through 
to GCSE and A level with the consequence that 
there was healthy competition in the results 
they achieved in public exams and Jonathan 
was always proud of his successes. Having 
also established a reputation for ‘knowing his 
subject’ and developing practical work with an 
IT bias, plus work in careers, Jonathan was the 
worthy successor when Colin Ranger retired. 

Jonathan’s tough management style 
developed because he was always fighting 
for the Department which he saw as being 
overshadowed by Physics and Chemistry. This 
was partly true because the Department in the 
new school was designed for three Biology 
teachers, based historically on the fact that 
Science was not compulsory at the time and 
more pupils opted for Physics and Chemistry 
at GCSE and A level. However, with the move 
to triple science, Biology was playing catch-
up both in terms of space and staff and JBC 
oversaw the expansion of the Department with 
new staff and a conversion of a project lab 
into a Biology teaching room, albeit small. He 
developed a new scheme of work making full 
use of IT in the teaching programme, more 
so than any other department at that time. 
With greater success in public exams, Biology 
emerged under his stewardship with equal 
weight to Chemistry and Physics. 

With the success of Science and the expansion 
of the SMT when David Levin took over, it 
was no surprise that both Stephen Cotton and 
Jonathan were the natural choices for a new 
management role. Undoubtedly, the need to 
manage a growing IT and AV provision in the 
School and with the formalisation of appraisal 
his Staff Development portfolio emerged and 
grew in significance. 

Some issues have been controversial but 
Jonathan’s determined and pragmatic approach 
and his willingness to buck criticism mean 
he has been able to see policies through to 
fruition. 

All this seems a far cry from his early days 
when he bred canaries, presumably for the 
Cornish mining industry, was a campanologist 
of some repute and played a mean oboe, as 
well as restoring furniture. I suspect much of 
this change has a lot to do with his marriage 
to Hilary, him becoming a father to Gemma 
and his move to the leafy suburbs of Surrey. 
Naturally in School, the private side of JBC is 
rarely seen, yet I have it on good authority that 
he is a mean cook (sorry) and great value at 
dinner parties. 

Another side to Jonathan’s work at CLS has 
been his unstinting support for the Common 
Room, particularly in Service and Conditions 
Committee which he chaired for some time. 
His common sense approach and his resolve 
to improve our conditions of service have been 
welcome.

RFD
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In the interview published on page 7 of the previous Gazette 
David Levin said that when he came to City “I wanted 
children who wanted to succeed academically, who reflect 
central London. I wanted to have a more interesting and 
diverse school”. This is not a new aspiration: right from its 
opening in 1837 CLS aimed to provide education for the sons 
of Citizens of London “on the most liberal and improved 
principles”, at modest cost (initially £8 per annum) and 
“without the necessity of removing the children from their 
homes”.

The diversity achieved right from the start is demonstrated 
in an interesting document in the archive. This consists of 32 
double foolscap pages tied together, plus 15 separate foolscap 
summary sheets, all in the elegant handwriting of the school’s 
Secretary, Thomas Brewer and dated 7th October 1846. This is 
his industrious response to a request from the City of London 
School Committee (equivalent to today’s Governors) to know 
more about the pupils of the school. On 31st July 1846 there 
were 574  boys in the school. For each of these Brewer records 
the father’s name (or mother’s or guardian’s as appropriate), 
home address, and his business or profession, plus other 
information. This should all have been available from the 
Form of Application completed for each boy, though a note 
on the summary sheet states that in 118 cases the forms were 
incomplete and he had to get some information from other 
sources.   

The fascinating list of “callings” is summarised as follows: 

Not in any Business or Profession    15 
Professional Persons       70  
Placemen       62  
Merchants, Ship Owners, Brokers etc     81 
Manufacturers, Tradesmen etc  323 
Business or profession not known*      23

(* more than half the No. are widows)

The number of fathers is less than the number of boys, as there 
is some multiple counting here. For example, the ‘Professional 
Persons’ include seven Physicians, but in fact there are only 
three, two of whom each have three boys at the school. 
Head Master George Mortimer counts as three of the seven 
schoolmasters, with two sons and a ward among his family 
group living in rather cramped conditions at the school.

Apart from those not in any business (with descriptions such 
as ‘Gentleman’ or ‘Independent, but of very limited means’) 
Brewer lists 122 different occupations, giving a wonderful 
idea of the variety of London life within walking distance 
of the school. The most frequent occupations are 34 Clerks, 
28 Warehousemen (Linen, Woollen, Lace, & Manchester 
[presumably meaning Cotton]) and 23 Innkeepers, Taverners 

Terry heard delves into the 
archives to investigate the 
results of the 1846 survey.

“INTERESTING and 
diVERSE”
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and Licensed Victuallers. The Professionals include clergymen and 
dissenting ministers, engineers and surveyors, various medical men, 
two artists and two professors of music. Among the holders of official 
positions (“Placemen”) are a gaol governor, a Registrar of Births, 
police officers, inspectors to railway and gas companies, and the 
Secretaries of the Synagogue of Spanish and Portuguese Jews and of 
the Anti-Slavery Society.

While some of the manufacturers and tradesmen dealt with life’s 
finer things (books, cigars, wines and spirits, lamps, umbrellas and 
parasols, carving and gilding, watches, carpets, furs, trimmings, 
fringes and ostrich feathers) most were concerned with food or 
clothing. Clothing ran from top to bottom: hats, bonnets, tailors, 
drapers, haberdashers and hosier, boots and shoes. As well as 
general grocers and butchers there were more specialist providers: 
cheesemongers, a chocolate maker, cooks and confectioners, 
fishmongers, fruit merchants, tea and coffee suppliers, and most 
surprisingly a cow keeper, living in Shoe Lane off Fleet street. If the 
school fees became a bit much there were four pawnbrokers in the 
CLS family, and ultimately a ‘carpenter and undertaker’.

It would be interesting to repeat Brewer’s investigation today, though 
it is difficult to imagine that this would show anything more diverse.

This page:

Above left: 
One father’s job: “Secretary to the 

Anti Slavery Society”

Below left: 
Number of boys’ parents by 

profession

Above right: 
Terry Heard, Archivist, examines the 

1846 survey report in the library

Below right: 
Number of pupils by age

Far page:

Above: 
The front cover of the 

1846 survey report

Below: 
Number of boys’ parents 

by industry
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Clockwise from top left:

Summer Meeting at Swinley 
Forest Golf Club: (l-r) Adam 
Jones and Paul Marsh; at the 
19th!; (l-r) Alex Bennett and 

Paul Marsh.

Spring Meeting at Worplesdon 
Golf Club: (l-r) Paul Marsh 

(our Society Captain), Greg 
Matthews (winner of Pollard 

Cup), Derek Bennion (Captain’s 
guest) and Adam Jones on the 

18th Green at Worplesdon.

This Spring and Summer the Golfers have enjoyed the 
good weather available for playing but there has been 
much sadness off the course. We held the Spring Meeting 
at Worplesdon in May where Greg Matthews won the 
Pollard Cup in fine style with a score of 36 points. I am 
pleased to report that Barrie Savory came out on top by 
winning the afternoon Greensome with his guest Roger 
Newhall. In June we played a Match against the School 
at Old Fold Manor GC. This year the boys managed to 
defeat us so they now hold the Dr. Law Robertson Bowl, 
until next year when we shall try and wrest it back! The 
Summer meeting was held at the ever popular Swinley 
Forest Golf Club near Ascot. There were 22 players 
and guests enjoying the fine sunny weather although 
the greens were not as good as in previous years. The 
Spice Bowl was won on count back by Adam Jones with 
a gross score of 76. Alex Bennett was the runner-up. 
The John Carpenter Challenge Cup was a reverse of 
the Spice Bowl where Alex Bennett scored 64 against 
Adam’s 67! As they played together it must have been 
a tense round. We welcomed Thomas Ross to Swinley, 
now that he has left City we hope to see him at future 
meetings along with all the other recent leavers! It does 
reduce the average age of the Society and is important 
for our future. Alex Tapp (our Halford Hewitt Captain) 

and his Father won the afternoon greensomes with a 
great score of 41 points. Our next fixture is a match 
against the Old Paulines at Ealing GC on the 12th 
September and Captain’s Day at Hadley Wood on the 
16th September.

Finally and very sadly I have to reflect on the untimely 
passing of Roger Preston. His death was reported in 
the Spring edition of the Gazette. The golf report also 
carried a photo of him at this year’s Halford Hewitt 
meeting where he played his final round of golf. As was 
reported he won his match in partnership with Terry 
Bridle.  He flew back to his job in China on the Sunday 
after the Hewitt. He collapsed while out jogging on the 
10th May. He was just 48 years old. Roger had a very dry 
sense of humour and was always great fun to be with. 
You always wanted to be seated next to him at our golf 
dinners and Roger made great efforts to get back from 
wherever he was in the world to play in the Halford 
Hewitt. As one of the best of the OC golfers we shall all 
miss Roger terribly. Our sincere condolences go to his 
wife Rhian and his two young daughters.

John Featherstone, Hon Secretary

GolF
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PoS P w d l F A Gd PTS

1 Old Citizens 14 12 1 1 72 17 55 37

2 Old Malvernians II 14 12 1 1 60 12 48 37

3 Old Brentwoods IV 14 8 0 6 37 32 5 24

4 Old Brentwoods III 14 5 2 7 30 47 -17 17

5 Old Foresters IV 14 4 3 7 23 42 -19 15

6 Old Chomeleians IV 14 4 0 10 27 49 -22 12

7 Old Foresters III 14 3 2 9 24 50 -26 11

8 Old Chigwellians IV 14 3 1 10 15 39 -24 10

FooTBAll

ClS u14 CRiCkET ChAMPioNS

old CiTizENS Buy 
diGiTAl SCoREBoARd 

FoR GRoVE PARkThe Old Citizens Football Team enjoyed 
a very successful season. Reaching the 
DW Trophy Final (narrowly losing to 
Westminster Old Boys 2-1), and also 
winning their league on goal difference 
from Old Malvernians in a tight tussle. 
We are looking forward to a new season 
which will bring tougher opposition (4 
of the 8 teams will be 1st XIs) but with 
the squad at our disposal, we are again 
targeting promotion. 

The team held their end of season awards 
night in July and the main trophies were 
as follows:

Player of the year:  
Finn MacCabe 

Most improved Player of the year: 
Joel Benson

Goal of The Season:  
Debs Osekita vs Old Brentwoods

We kick off the new season with a 
friendly versus the CLS 1st XI at Grove 
Park, followed by our first league game on 
Sat 14th September at Grove Park vs Old 
Bancroftians. 

We are always open to welcoming any 
new players who have played 1st or 
2nd XI football at school or university. 
Please contact Tim Levene (tim_levene@
yahoo.co.uk) or Greg Norman 
(gregnorman82@googlemail.com) if you 
would like to get involved. 

Season 2012/2013 Final league Table

The u14 team have been the stand out 
cricket team this year.  The team won 
the prestigious Gubby Allen trophy early 
in the season.  CLS qualified for this 30 
over final by being the highest ranked 
u13 London Schools team in 2012.  They 
played Newland House who were the 
2012 u13 Middlesex county champions, 
CLS comfortably winning by 6 wickets.

The team continued to dominate their 
opposition throughout the season 
comfortably beating Latymer, Colfe’s, 
Chigwell and Alleyn’s along the way to 
securing a place in the u14 London 
Schools’ final. That final was played shortly 
before the end of last summer term 

against Dulwich College at Blackheath 
cricket club.  The 30 over match was a 
tight affair mainly because of the early 
dismissals of batting superstars Joe 
Emanuel and George Croton. The team 
were, however, able to dig deep, and 
with significant batting contributions 
from George Colley and Theo Kochberg 
posted a competitive total of 138. 

Dulwich got off to a slow start, 
immediately falling behind the required 
run rate. Fine spells of bowling from 
Colley, Coates, Taylor and Kochberg left 
Dulwich requiring 34 runs with five overs 
remaining. At this point opening bowlers 
Zila Jennings and Joe Emanuel returned 
to the bowling attack and bowled the 
last five overs for just 15 runs, Dulwich 
losing their last wicket on the final ball of 
the game. City deservedly being crowned 
London Schools Champions.  This Victory 
means the team qualify for the Taverners 
national schools finals next year.

As a result of their outstanding efforts 
the u14 team have all been awarded 
Junior Colours.

The JCC Sports Committee generously agreed 
to donate money for the purchase of new, digital 
scoreboards at Grove Park.

On Wednesday 26th June the annual fixture between 
the Old Citizens and the school 1st XI took pace. 
The game was a resounding success with everyone 
involved performing to a very high standard and 
maintaining a really friendly and yet competitive 
approach. To add to the occasion the school unveiled 
the new Junior School scoreboard donated by the 
Old Citizens. Anthony Sawell (Sports Chairman ) was 
on hand for the Old Citizens to receive the thanks of 
the school. 

The result of the game was a win for the Old 
Citizens. The School 1st XI opened the batting and 
scored 158 from their 35 overs. Kyle Pittman (37) 
and Johan DaSilva (40) top scored for the school. The  
pick of the bowling figures saw Shyam Patel bowl 7 
overs, 3 wickets for 21 runs / James Gleadow 7 overs, 
2 wickets for just 16 runs and Saad Syed collect 2 
wickets in just 3 overs for 11 runs.  

In reply captain, Richard Hillman, sent out John Elmes 
and Karthi Srikanthan to open the batting, two very 
capable left handers who were accomplished 1st XI 
players throughout their time at the school. Both 
men enjoyed the medium pace bowling attack offered 
up by the school, Elmes top scoring with 87 runs 
and Srikanthan, offering solid support, with 33 runs. 
By the time their wickets fell the game was more or 
less over, Alastair Somerville (18) and Saad Syed(8) 
wrapping up the victory for the Old Citizens with 3 
overs to spare.
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CRiCkET
The cricket club still has a problem with 
finding a suitable venue that we could call our 
regular home. We have been using the Old 
Albanian ground at St. Albans with a little use 
of Winchmore Hill and Mill Hill Village CC 
grounds.

This season has had a lot more sun than last 
year, and we have played some enjoyable 
cricket. There have been a few weeks when 
we have struggled to put a team together, 
and things have not been helped by injuries, 
particularly the one suffered by our vice 
captain Gaj Srikanthan. We hoped to see 
more of new players such as Mike Gabbay, and 
others such as Chirag Patel who returned to 
play several matches. We welcome Richard 
Bardsley playing  regularly once more, and 
Nick Benardout and Fahad Syed have managed 
to fit in a few games too. Dan Grendowicz 
restarted in July, and has been scoring runs. All 
rounders Sam Packer and Saad Syed bolster 
the playing strength when they are able to play 
for us.

We are indebted to Richard Hillman for his 
hard work again.

Congratulations go to Sam Packer on his 
selection for the Oxford university second 
eleven in his first year there.

Leverstock Green  – April 20  Lost (40 Overs) 
Leverstock Green    235 – 5 dec. 
Old Citizens            157 – 7

Our home pitch was waterlogged and we got 
this replacement fixture from the Emergency 
Fixture Bureau. The sun was shining and 
the venue was attractive but the team was 
rather too strong for us and included visiting 
Australians who came over every summer 
to play cricket. The semi-professionals made 
the game a bit one sided and we were never 
looking to win. James Gleadow captured 
two wickets, but Junky Shannon was the only 
bowler able to keep the run rate well under 
control. Mike Knight scored 74 for us, and Gaj 
Srikanthan 34. One unusual feature of the day 
was the appearance of a streaker, unfortunately 
it was a male one with a beer belly.

Waltham Cross – April 27 Lost (40 Overs) 
Old Citizens          114 – 7 
Waltham Cross     116 – 2

This team replaced the scheduled Hainault 
Road fixture, and provided us with another 
new name to add to our list of opponents. 
Michael Knight was in form again, and it was a 
good job he was because he scored 79 not out 
and nobody else got double figures. The Cross 
won comfortably, with Birdseed Millett and 
Tony Sawell our only wicket takers.

Botany Bay – May 4  Won 
Botany Bay       84 
Old Citizens      85 – 0 

We visited one of our  previous home 
grounds to play Botany Bay, and both sides had 
incomplete teams. BB’s batting was weak, and 
Mike Knight, Birdseed, Junky, Tony, John Harris 
and Fahad Syed all took wickets. Mike and 
Richard Hillman batted soundly and we did not 
lose a wicket in reaching the target in less than 
20 overs.

Bamville – May 11  Won (35 Overs) 
Old Citizens    176 – 7 dec. 
Bamville         130

Mike Knight was in the runs again with a half 
century, but this time Steve Ringer got one 
as well, and they were  backed up by Karthi 
Srikanthan and Jacob Holden with smaller 
contributions. The only disappointment was 
that the slippery conditions caused injuries to 
Mike and Gaj, and although Mike recovered in 
a couple of weeks, the injury to Gaj was more 
serious. We bowled and fielded quite well in 
poor conditions, and we dismissed Bamville 
for a good win. James bowled a good line and 
length in partnership with Birdseed, and John 
Harris and Junky struck before Jacob bowled 
the anchorman opener.

Essendon – May 26  Lost (Timed) 
Essendon         176 – 7 dec. 
Old Citizens    107 

Essendon batted first in good conditions at 
their attractive village ground. Our bowlers 
did a tidy job, and they delacred at 176 – 7 
after we had bowled forty-six overs. Jacob had 
figures of 3 for 23, and Richard Bardsley took 
2 for 47 on his comeback. We really missed 
the injured Mike’s runs particularly as we lost 
3 wickets with less than 20 on the board. Steve 
was top scorer with 30, but we needed Bill 
Saunders to clock up some runs for us as well, 
and this did not happen. Jacob scored 8, but 
the tail was not able to bat out time to grab a 
draw, and we lost with 5 overs remaining.

Crouch End – June 8 Won 
Crouch End         60 
Old Citizens       63 – 1

After the Mayfield game was cancelled the 
previous week, we had to find replacement 
opponents for this Saturday, we ended up 
playing a weak Crouch End side. From a score 
of 31 for 8 they managed to struggle to 60 
all out.  After the early loss of Karthi, John 
Elmes joined Mike Knight, and hit two sixes 
in a comfortable win. Mike Gabbay made an 
appearance for us taking 1 wicket for six runs 
in 4 overs. James took full advantage of their 
batting with 4 for 6 in his half dozen overs, and 
Chirag Patel and Tony took a couple of average 
boosters each.

Southgate – June 22 Lost (35 Overs) 
Old Citizens    118 – 7 
Southgate        120 – 0

After a blank weekend when we were due 
to play Penn Street, the Ignatians fixture was 
replaced by an extra Southgate one, played 
in miserable weather conditions in a game 
reduced to 35 overs. Steve Ringer scored 
33 and Nic Benardout 32 not out, but we 
were unable to set a good target. The young 
Southgate openers hit the runs off, helped by 
our poor catching in the field. Alan Rolt played 
for us.

CLS – June 26  Won (35 Overs) 
City of London School 158 – 9 
Old Citizens         162 – 2

The school batted first and our opening 
attack of James and Shyam Patel bowled 
tidily, particularly James who conceded 14 
runs from 7 overs and captured the wickets 
of the openers, Dan Faiz and Gabriel Radus. 
John Da Silva top scored with 40 before 
falling to Saad Syed. Kyle Pittman hit three 
sixes in his innings of 37 batting at number 
five. Overall the scoring rate was a decent 
four and a half runs per over after 35 overs. 
Fortunately we managed to turn out a young 
OC side which included several players who 
left CLS last year which was useful for making 
a good connection between the teams. Karthi 
Srikanthan and John Elmes put on a opening 
stand of 119, with John hitting 87 before being 
run out by Freddie Issitt. Saad and Alistair 
Sommerville saw us home with a couple of 
overs to spare.
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Arkley – July 6  Won (Timed) 
Arkley            181 – 7 dec. 
Old Citizens   185 – 6

Nic Benardout was back playing again, and 
made his mark by taking 3 for 21 at Arkley. 
The home side got off to a good start passing 
90 with only one wicket down, a combination 
of John Harris, Jacob Holden and Sam Packer 
restricted scoring by taking wickets and we 
were set 182 to win with one opener scoring 
83 of their total. Our Mr Reliable, Mike Knight, 
anchored the innings with 39, and in spite of 
being a bit out of touch, Sam still provided 69 
runs to ensure victory with contributions from 
Jacob and Steve Ringer, and we hit the target 
with two and a half overs left out of the final 
twenty.

upminster – July 13  Won (40 Overs) 
Old Citizens    280 – 5 dec. 
upminster       153 – 6

We entertained upminster at Grove Park 
which replaced the scheduled game. Batting 
first, we ran up a big score with Steve taking 
advantage of some fairly friendly bowling 
beaten only by James who made his best score 
ever, an undefeated 78. By forty overs we 
were able to set the visitors a difficult total. 
Upminster batted quite well with a first wicket 
stand of 49 before Richard Bardsley struck. 
They slipped to 81 for 6, Richard Saldanha 
taking 2 for 12, and Michael Knight 2 for 8. 
Everybody bowled, even Richard Hillman, 
but we failed to break the seventh wicket 
partnership, though we were never in danger 
of losing the match.

Mayfield – July 20  Won (40 Overs) 
Mayfield            157 
Old Citizens      160 – 9

After some rather one sided games , it was 
good being involved in a really close one, 
especially when we were on the winning side. 
We bowled first at Old Albanians, ground 
in rather windy conditions with rain always 
a threat. James and Mike K bowled tidily 
but Mayfield got off to a sound start, Uzair 
Chiragdin took the first wicket with the score 
on 45. With the total on 116, Birdseed Millett 
took the first of his three wickets in a spell 
of 3 for 23. Richard Bardsley and Jack Malnick 
took a wicket apiece, Jack was also involved in 
running one batsman out and catching another. 
Allan Saldanha completed a run out, leaving 
us with 158 to win. In patchy rain we lost 
three quick wickets at the start of our innings, 
Allan, Dan Grendowicz, and Mike Knight, so 
things were not looking good. Steve Ringer 
and Jack put on 60 in their attacking style, and 
although they were both out with the score 
on 71, Birdseed and James pressed on. When 
Birdseed went for 24, our skipper went in, 
but when James, Richard, and number nine 
Dick Bardsley were dismissed , it was down to 
our last pair of Shahil Somani and uzair to go 
for glory. Shahil batted well, and uzair hit the 
winning boundary in the final over.

Chaseville – July 27  Lost (35 Overs) 
Old Citizens    177 – 8 
Chaseville        179 – 4

We posted a good total on our new Mill Hill 
Village home ground against Chaseville who 
replaced the scheduled Waxlow game. The 
short boundary on one side meant there was 
rather a lot of hunting for the ball, but Michael 
Knight and Dan put on 95 for the first wicket, 
with the opponents reluctant to catch chances 
from Dan. Mike anchored our innings with 71 
runs, and Richard Hillman and James kept the 
momentum going. Chaseville’s number two 
chased the total with some hard hitting, and 
we did not take a couple of difficult chances 
which probably lost us the match as the 
batsman was 75 not out at the end. Birdseed 
was the only bowler to take more than one 
wicket.

Storrington – August 9  Won (Timed) 
Storrington       164 – 7 dec. 
Old Citizens     168 – 3

After a blank weekend when we were due to 
play Mathews, we travelled down to Sussex 
to play our usual game against Storrington in 
their cricket week. We had good support from 
a number of players and plenty of ex-players 
were there too, including Fuzz Stiles, who 
took over 500 wickets as wicket-keeper for 
the OCs, Phil Sharnock, and Dad Wainwright, 
first eleven openers, John Petzold, our leading 
runs scorer, and fast bowler Saeed Hatteea. 
Mark Signy played as usual, and our Chairman 
Bruce attended. Storrington batted first, and 
their number one batted aggressively. The 
other opener and the number three did not 
look dangerous, but we were glad to see Sam 
Packer bowl the hard hitting bat when he 
had scored 34 and the score was 55 for 3. 
Although I Haggart scored 73 for them, we 
slowed their scoring rate up and they declared 
with a reachable total. Sam captured 4 for 60, 
and Mike Knight, Richard Bardsley, and Richard 
Saldanha were the other wicket takers. Young 
Hatteea bowled a tight spell of faster bowling. 
Our opening stand scored 67, but this time 

Dan outlasted Mike, and played some good 
drives before falling just short of a fifty. Steve 
Ringer joined Sam and soon took control of 
the scoring, ending up with 52 not out in our 
win. Mark Signy and Helen entertained us all to 
a curry evening at Sompting Village afterwards, 
which completed an excellent day.

Aldenham – August 10  Drawn (Timed) 
Aldenham       215 – 5 dec. 
Old Citizens   182 – 7

The Aldenham side always provide a stern 
test for us, they have a good blend of youth 
and experience and are adept at using their 
ground which is slanted and has some short 
boundaries. Their batsmen tend to hit the ball 
hard and in the air, and they have a variety 
of bowlers. They batted first, and the sloping 
ground and hard hit shots tested our fielding. 
James demonstrated how to bowl, and took 
2 wickets for 27 in a tidy spell with catches 
taken by John Elmes and Tony. Saad was not 
accurate enough, and received some stick at 
the other end. Michael Knight and Sam Packer 
slowed the scoring down, and Birdseed bowled 
the top scorer for 73. John’s left arm slow 
bowling was expensive on the day, and was not 
helped by catches not quite going to hand or 
being held. However, we made a respectable 
show with batting, led by a nice 70 by Karthi 
Srikanthan. Good bowling by their spinner 
meant we could not score quite fast enough to 
win, and settled for an honourable draw, after 
John and Dan had contributed runs. Several of 
us enjoyed a drink and chat sitting outside the 
social club on a pleasant evening.
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Far left:  
Aldenham August 10th Karthi 

Srikanthan gets 70 runs

Left:  
OCs had plenty of support at 

Storrington on August 9th. l-r Phil 
Sharnock, Martin Lewis and Saeed 

Hatteea

Below:  
v. Chaseville July 27th l-r Dan 

Grendowicz, Jack Malnick, Mike 
Knight, Rich Hillman, James Gleadow



FiVES

GoNGS FoR ThE BoyS

The Old Citizens Eton Fives Club loomed large at the 
Eton Fives Association’s end-of-season Oscars.

Gordon Stringer was honoured for his decades of 
service to the game - the long-time OCEFC hon sec 
and current Eton Fives Association vice-president was 
given a lifetime-achievement award - and a glowing 
tribute - by the EFA at its end-of-season gathering in 
the summer. Club captain John Reynolds got a special-
contribution-to-fives-gong for his development of new 
ways to build fives courts. 

The tribute paid to Gordon by EFA president Richard 
Barber included these highlights: “

For over two decades from the mid-50s to the mid-
70s he was Mr Eton Fives – the organisational genius 
of the game who was behind, in front and alongside 
almost everything that happened in it during those 
years. He was hon sec of the EFA, organised each year 
an enormous entry in the Kinnaird, knew practically 
every fives player and every fives court in the world, 
a tireless Jester, and above all the driving spirit behind 
his old school fives club whose fixture list he virtually 
single-handedly expanded to nearly one hundred 
fixtures each season. He organised matches against 
every school in the land, and took his team to Nigeria 
and to the Continent where he initiated the Zuoz and 
Zurich tours.”

SwiSS FiVES: ThE MoViE

Ancient film of the OCEFC in the Swiss Alps more 
than fifty years ago has emerged, just as the club has 
returned to the  Lyceum Alpinum Zuoz to celebrate 
the half-century of the Old Zuozers’ fives club. 

Three of those who were there in 1961 returned to 
the scene. David Cooper, Gordon Stringer and David 
White visited in 1961 (along with Dick Thatcher,  BJ 
Garrett and Floater Hawken) and were part of an 
OCEFC group visiting the Alpine school for the 
weekend of 7 and 8 September. 

A film of the trip in 1961 - made by David Cooper - 
has been edited and can be found in the fives section 
of the JCC website or on request from John Reynolds 
at johnpatrickreynolds@yahoo.co.uk. 

The original trio of David, Gordon and David were 
joined on this occasion by Mark George Jacobs, Rachel 
Douek Jacobs, Ralph Morgan, Peter Chen, club captain 
John Reynolds and Kathryn Reynolds.

A fuller report of the rip - which happened after this 
went to press - will follow in the next issue of the 
Gazette.

GENEVA

The club mounted a trip to Geneva in early 
June. OCEFC representatives Martin East (who 
lives in Germany), Alex Kasterine, John Reynolds 
and John Robinson took part in the Geneva 
International Fives Tournament. John Robinson 
nearly knocked himself out in a pre-tournament 
mishap on the Friday evening. John Reynolds 
lasted longest in the tournament but was 
knocked out of that in the Sunday semi-finals.

NEw look Top right:

Action from the final of the Adams 
Cup - Alex Kasterine, John Gee 

Grant, Les Jacobs and Nick Gill (left 
to right)

Above left:

Alex Kasterine, second from left, 
John Reynolds, third from left and 

Martin East, bang centre, at the 
courts in Geneva.

Above right: 

The Adams Cup crew, 2013

left:

The OCEFC has a new summer 
kit, modelled here by Alex Nice, 

John Reynolds (back row), Stephen 
Mullin and Chris Hellyar (front). The 
badge on the left breast shows John 

Carpenter and points out that the 
OCEFC has been going since 1893, 
which makes it one of the oldest in 

the world.

right:

New half-blue Sam Packer basks in 
Gordon Stringer’s reflected glory

far right:

Les Jacobs and John Gee Grant
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AdAMS CuP 2013

Les Jacobs won the Adams Cup for the second year in 
a row in May, this time with John Gee Grant. They beat 
tournament debutant Alex Kasterine and Nick Gill. Alex 
did, though, win the player-who-had-travelled-furthest-to-
take-part award, as he lives in Geneva. 

Some 18 players took part in the Old Citizens’ very own 
and very well established tournament - ranging in age 
from recent Oxford half-blue Sam Packer to EFA vice-
president Gordon Stringer, now well into his seventies 
and fresh from being awarded a lifetime contribution to 
fives accolade by the governing body. 

Indeed the two struck up a successful partnership which 
was only denied the chance to reach its full potential 
because Packer was two hours late. 

We were very happy to welcome a couple of club guests 
- this year it was Ralph Morgan, Peter Chen and Rachel 
Jacobs. Peter and Rachel were losing their Adams Cup 
cherries, so well done Peter and Rachel.

We were joined by chairman David White, who 
presented the trophy with casual authority, and a small 
band of spectators (Carole and Amy Gee Grant). 

Lunch was a very happy affair upstairs at the Bull. 
Stephen Mullin’s raffle – with prizes ranging from booze 
to screenprints – raised a couple of hundred quid for 
whatever it is we were raising money for (ourselves).

BlACk TiE, REd lETTER dAy

Stephen Mullin organised a very cheerful black-tie dinner 
at the Royal Society of Medicine at the tail end of the 
season (pre-prandial champagne courtesy the absent 
Spencer Chapman), attended by some 16 of us.

wEEkly kNoCkABouTS

This summer we have played every Thursday evening at 
Highgate and as many as 17 players have been attracted 
to these knockabouts ... and supper at the microbrewery 
in The Bull on Highgate North Hill afterwards. 

We play these friendly knockabouts throughout the year 
and anybody interested in joining us - especially if they’ve 
not played for a while - should contact John Reynolds 
at johnpatrickreynolds@yahoo.co.uk or Alex Nice at 
Asfnice@hotmail.com. We can coach you back into 
shape. 

NEw SEASoN

We’ll have two league sides competing in 2013/2014 - 
one in the second division (run by Nick Gill) and one 
in the third (run by Alex Nice). We are also planning to 
send a team to the Midland Tournament, held at Repton 
on 2 and 3 October. As usual, our season will start with 
the Wood Plate in late September and ended by the 
Adams Cup in May.
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Cyril Metliss was born on 14th June 1923 at the 
Three Compasses Public House in Cowcross Street 
Smithfield. Being within the sound of Bow Bells he 
was proud of being a true Cockney and frequently 
conducted visitors round the Smithfield area.

His father being a Freeman of the City he was enrolled 
at the City of London school in 1931 but left in 1939 
shortly after the outbreak of war when the School 
evacuated to Marlborough.

He was then articled at the age of 16 to Clifford Henry 
Barclay a partner in Stoy Hayward & Co.,.Chartered 
Accountants, then a small firm, until he joined the 
Royal Navy at the age of 18. He was trained as an 
electrical mechanic and ultimately spent two and a half 
years abroad ending up at South East Asia Command 
Trincomalee. As he rather ruefully admitted he went 
where he was sent but did not hear a shot fired in 
anger throughout the war.

Demobbed in 1946 he returned to accountancy 
and qualified as a Chartered Accountant in 1946. 
Becoming a partner in 1949 he spent the next 10 
years, until he left the practice in 1960, motivating 
the expansion of Stoy Hayward from prestigious 
premises in Mayfair. In addition to acting as adviser 
to a post -war group of entrepreneurs he specialised 
in insolvency work, which subsequently gave him a 
unique role in commerce combining accountancy and 
business flair with a legal turn of mind which enabled 
him to coordinate and lead the most complex of 
transactions.

Being always attracted to commerce he left the practice 
in 1960 to join his former senior partner Clifford 
Barclay, who had earlier left the practice to form a 
public company called Barro Equities. Involved were 
two property surveyors, Richard Coopman and Victor 
Callender, who was also at The City of London School, 
with whom Cyril was particularly involved in building 
up a fine portfolio of property. The 1965 Labour 
government had an adverse effect of the Stock market 
and property market and Barro Equities decided to 
privatise. Clifford and Cyril in partnership bought a 
number of trading companies which they endeavoured 
to run on new management lines. For various reasons 
their partnership was not successful and Cyril was 
headhunted by John Ritblat, who had taken over 
control of the British Land Co, and joined him on 1st 
January 1971.

The acquisition by British Land of Haleybridge, which 
gave John Ritblat ownership of Plantation House, 
involved a number of peripheral businesses which 
Cyril had the responsibility to dispose of, and which 
by 1973 was successfully achieved.

1975 saw the collapse of the property market and 
the future of British Land was in jeopardy. It was the 
resolute attitudes of John and Cyril which saw the 
company through to a successful refinancing in 1977. 

Throughout that period Cyril had the responsibility of 
keeping at bay the banking creditors of British Land 
and the resolute defence of the company.

From then on Cyril was responsible for any corporate 
transaction in which British Land was involved. 
His legalistic background in insolvency proved 
invaluable in seeing through complex transactions the 
most significant of which was the acquisition of the 
Broadgate and Ludgate portfolios owned by Stanhope 
and Rosehaugh. Subsequently British Land pioneered 
50/50 joint venture arrangements with Scottish & 
Newcastle, Tesco, GUS, Rank leisure and House of 
Fraser among others for which Cyril was responsible 
for seeing through.

Cyril and John proved a strong and effective 
negotiating team in which John provided the ideas and 
inspiration whilst Cyril was in control and powered 
the engine room.

However Cyril was not just a chief of staff. His 
successes in Ireland – Setanta Centre, St Stephens 
Green Shopping Centre and the development of the 
International Financial Services Centre are evidence 
of that.

Throughout his long career Cyril was respected not 
only for his intellect and professionalism but also 
for an integrity which was an essential part of his 
character.

His interests were wide. He had a lifelong love of 
classical and chamber music and the arts generally. 
He was a voracious reader of history. He was a 
distinguished philatelist with specialist interest in the 
postal history of the British Post Offices in and around 
the Mediterranean in the Victorian Period. He was a 
fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society and a winner of 
many gold medals at International level.

A keen sportsman, he was a rugby player in his youth 
and played for the Old Citizens Rugby Club after the 
War and was a member of the team which reached the 
Finals of The Middlesex Sevens  but beaten narrowly 
in the Quarter Final by The London Hospital. He was 
a regular and very determined  squash player into his 
seventies and a regular golfer for much of his life.

He was a conscious and committed Jew who was 
militant in his youth being a member of the 43 
Group formed after the War as a militant anti-fascist 
organisation composed of Jewish ex-servicemen keen 
to fight Mosley’s resurgent fascist movement.

His marriage lasted over 65 years. He was a kind, 
caring and loving family man.

Cyril Metliss 1923-2013 (ClS 1931-39)

By the family

iN MEMoRiAM
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IT IS WITH SADNESS THAT WE ALSO NOTE THE PASSING OF:

BA Crawshaw (1929-34)

Michael J Edmonds (1957-65)
Michael Edmonds died on 25 June 2013 after a long period of illness.

A Service of Thanksgiving was held at Glyn Valley Crematorium, Bodmin on 
9 July and was attended by Chris and Caroline Southgate, members of the 
Edmonds family and other friends. 

After the service, all adjourned to the Cawsand Bay Hotel, where happy 
memories of Mike were enjoyed over refreshments. Mike is survived by his 
son James, daughter-in-law Charlotte and grand-daughter Amy. 

Anthony Gibson (1952-59)

Malcolm Hadfield “JMH” (taught Chemistry 1968-84)

Brian W Landers (1930-38)
Brian passed away on 27 August, having been a stalwart of the JCC all 
his adult life. He was President of the JCC 1981-2, an active member 
throughout, and made a vast contribution to the club in so many ways.

He participated in sports, particularly rugby and cricket, and telephoned 
regularly to make sure he was up to date on happenings in OC sport, the 
last time being only two weeks before his death.

His funeral took place on 20 September in Beckenham Crematorium and 
was attended by members of the JCC.  A fuller appreciation of his life will 
appear in the next Gazette.

Brian Perkins (1946-51) 
Brian’s widow would welcome any contact from old schoolfriends: call 
01293 782829.

Roger Stephen Preston (1974-82)
Roger Preston died very suddenly on 10th May 2013, in China, where he 
worked. Roger was 48 years old and had been running his normal morning 
run. The actual cause is not yet known.

His home was in Otterbourne near Winchester. He will be sadly missed by 
Rhian, Emma and Julia, and his parents and family. see also golf report page16.

Father Ian Weathrall (1935-40)
Born on 19 January 1922 in Lancashire and died aged 91 on 30 April 
2013 in Delhi, hailed in The daily Telegraph as “the last link to the British 
Raj” (visit their website to read the full obituary). On leaving City in the 
Second World War, Ian was commissioned in the Indian Army in the Punjab 
Infantry. He was so deeply touched by his experience in India that following 
the war he studied Theology at King’s College London and became 
ordained. In 1951 he joined the Delhi Brotherhood of the Ascension, a 
celibate Christian community, with whom he spent the rest of his life and 
became their head. He believed in pluralism and in giving practical aid to 
the poor and afflicted. He was appointed OBE in 1975. 

Dr William Brewitt Young (1931-35)
Born on 7 May 1916 in Ardrossan, died 24 April 2013, aged 96, in 
Sevenoaks, Kent. From City, Bill went up to Cambridge, where he gained a 
Blue in boxing. However, it was as a rugby internationalist that he was most 
distinguished: he was a member of Scotland’s famous 1938 Triple Crown 
winning team. The scotsman newspaper honoured him with a full obituary, 
which you can read on their website, and pictures him shaking hands with 
George VI at Twickenham. Bill also represented East Africa whilst working 
as a medical missionary in Kenya. He spent the rest of his working life as 
a GP, about which he wrote a number of books.  Bill was a committed 
Christian and loving family man, who is survived by many grandchildren.

My friend Peter Doughty, who has died aged 79, made 
a major contribution to the study of linguistics with 
his book Language in Use. The book met the pressing 
need for a clear approach to language in the classroom. 
Above all, it aimed to put into the hands of every 
teacher a guide to the ways in which their pupils’ own 
experience of language could be the basis for teaching 
and learning.

Peter was born in Norbury, south London, was 
educated at the City of London school and studied 
history and English at Magdalene College, Cambridge. 
He taught for six years at Haberdashers’ Aske’s school 
in Elstree, Hertfordshire. One of his pupils was Simon 
Schama; reminded of this some years later, Schama 
responded: “Peter Doughty – he was very tough.”

Peter was an active member of the London Association 
for the Teaching of English. In 1964, he was invited to 
join the programme in linguistics and English teaching 
at University College London. There, he became the 
director of the Language in Use project, which aimed 
to make academic linguistics more accessible to the 
many people who wished to find out what it might 
have to say about language and the use of language. 
After the publication of his two books, Language in 
Use and Exploring Language, both in 1971, he and 
his wife, Anne, whom he married that year, presented 
them to teachers all over the country. Language in Use 
has been translated into many languages and is still 
widely used around the world.

In 1971, after the programme’s conclusion, Peter 
moved to the Manchester College of Education, where 
he taught for 12 years; he was justly proud of the fact 
that his mature students tended to get higher grades 
than other teachers’ students.

Retiring to Norfolk in 1984, he became a church 
warden at Blakeney and was awarded a diploma in 
religious studies. In 1998 he and Anne moved to 
her native Northern Ireland. Living in Belfast, Peter 
encouraged and supported her in the writing of her 
12 successful novels. He was a man with a passionate 
desire to speak the truth but with a charming 
vulnerability that endeared him to his many friends.

Anne survives him.

Howard Smith

originally published in The guardian and reprinted here with kind 
permission. Available at: http://www.theguardian.com/theguardi-
an/2013/jul/28/peter-doughty-obituary

Peter S doughty 1933-2013 
(ClS 1945-51)
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All enquiries to: Sarah Jenks (Miss)
Alumni Relations Officer
aro@jcc.org.uk, tel: 020 7489 4766 
City of London School, 
Queen Victoria Street, 
London EC4V 3AL.

www.jcc.org.uk
www.jccnetworker.com

Join our networks! 
Search for us on:

 
Autumn term 2013
Tues 3 Sept - Fri 13 Dec
(half-term 21-25 Oct)

Spring term 2014
Tues 7 Jan - Wed 28 Mar
(half-term 13-14 Feb)

Summer term 2014
Wed 23 Apr - Fri 4 July
(half-term 26-30 May)

 

President: 
Bernard Silverman (1961–69)
Secretary: 
Martin Israel (1965–73)
secretary@jcc.org.uk

Treasurer: 
Richard Jones (1954–62)
Almoner: 
Daniel Morganstein (1983–91)
Sports and Entertainment: 
Chris Southgate (1956–65)
Reporting Accountant: 
Andrew Mitchell (1967–73)

Monday 30 September
10th Annual Asquith Society Dinner
for those working in law or finance
Athenaeum Club, Pall Mall

Tuesday 12 November, 6.30pm
Autumn Concert, CLS

Thursday 14 November, 6.30pm
2008 Leavers’ 5 Year Reunion
Ye Olde Cheshire Cheese pub,  
145 Fleet Street, EC4A 2BU

Wedneday 20 November
AGM, Supper and Farewell  
to David Levin, CLS

Monday 25 November (for 3 days), 
7.00pm (except Wed 4.30pm) 
Dr. Faustus school drama production. 

Tuesday 10 December, 6.30pm
CLS Christmas Concert
Great Hall, CLS

Thursday 12 December, 6.30pm
Carol Service
Temple Church

(There will be no Annual Dinner in 2014
Please come to the dinner on  
20 November 2013 or 10 June 2014)

Monday 17 March 2014, 7pm 
Professional Gathering: Scientists & 
Engineers
Concourse, CLS

Wednesday 21 May 2014, 7pm
2004 Leavers’ 10 Year Reunion
Concourse, CLS

Tuesday 10th June
Tate Modern Bursary Dinner

Wednesday 2 July 2014, 7pm
Professional Gathering: Law & Finance
Concourse, CLS

Events

contact

jcc

term 
dates

The Gazette is published three times 
a year by City of London School’s 
Alumni Relations Office. Issue 308 
will be published for February 2014. 
Contributions are welcome by the 
copy deadline 17 December 2013. 

Editor and Designer: Sarah Jenks. 
Printer: Warwick Printing Co. 

Due care is taken to ensure that the 
content of The Gazette is accurate, 
but the JCC and CLS does not accept 
liability for omissions or errors. Views 
expressed here are not necessarily 
those of the editor of The Gazette, 
the JCC or CLS.

The John Carpenter Club is exempt 
from the provisions of the Data 
Protection Act to the extent 
that its members do not object 
to their personal data (name, 
address, profession, qualifications, 
subscription records etc.) being held 
on the Club’s computer database. 
The data is stored as a Register of Old 
Citizens, solely for the private use of 
members. Any member who does 
object should notify the Honorary 
Secretary of the Club in writing.


